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Circuit Split Remains As To Possible Employer Remedies Under Computer 
Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) 

There is a growing divide in the federal circuit courts of appeal 
over whether the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (the 
"CF AA")-a criminal statute that permits victims to bring 
civil actions against violators-reaches certain conduct by 
departing employees. The U.S. Supreme Court was poised to 
potentially resolve the dispute when an employer filed a 
petition for writ of certiorari stemming from a decision in the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. But on January 2, 
2012, the parties settled the case and filed a stipulation under 
the Supreme Court's Rule 46 dismissing the petition. We will 
have to wait until another case comes along to see if the 
Supremes will resolve the split. Until then, employers need to 
pay attention to the decisions coming out of the circuits in 
which they operate to know whether they may have a claim 
under the CF AA against departing employees who take 
proprietary computer information with them upon their 
departure. 

Courts Disagree About What The CF AA Says 

The CF AA prohibits accessing and obtaining information from 
a "protected computer" (i.e., any computer used in or affecting 
interstate commerce or communication) "without authorization" or in a way that "exceeds authorized 
access." 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(2)(C). Employers often face situations where employees, prior to their 
departure from employment, copy proprietary files for their own use or to benefit their new 
employer. Usually, these employees were technically authorized to access the computer system and 
its files, but certainly were not permitted under company policy to copy those files for the purpose of 
using them outside of their employment with the company. Besides other causes of action, employers 
have increasingly sought to bring civil claims under the CF AA, arguing that accessing the files for the 
purpose of copying them and using them to benefit a competitor was unauthorized in the first 
instance, or certainly exceeded otherwise authorized access. 

Several courts have agreed to a broad reading of the CF AA, and have permitted employers to make 
CF AA claims against departing employees who attempt to pilfer the company's files. Thus, in the 
First Circuit ( covering Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island), Fifth Circuit 






